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The GDP gains today from child-care subsidies are unlikely to be anywhere close to those estimated for Quebec’s 1996 program.
PHOTO BY DARRYL DYCK/THE CANADIAN PRESS

Now that we are back in the era of big government, expect a proliferation of studies advocating a
plethora of handouts to buoy the economy. Many industry and social policy groups are lined up to claim
their pet subsidy will “pay for itself” with a vast increase in GDP, employment and therefore tax
revenues.

These various fairy tales remind me of how supply-side economist Arthur Laffer persuaded Ronald
Reagan to cut personal income tax rates in 1981. Laffer argued that lowering tax rates would have such a
large effect on work effort and investment that even with the lower rates enough extra revenue would be
generated to prevent any de�cit from emerging.

Over the next few decades the highly politicized Laffer effect was used by Republicans to support tax
cuts and opposed by Democrats as wishful thinking. Most tax experts, including myself, argue that tax
cuts rarely pay for themselves. After the 1981 Reagan tax cuts, the economy did grow but de�cits rose
since not enough tax revenue was generated. Only in a few cases have we seen strong Laffer effects.
Ireland’s deep corporate tax cut to 12.5 per cent in 2003 is an example. But it’s an exception.
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The Laffer argument doesn’t only apply to taxes, however. Many “negative taxes” or subsidies are also
justi�ed on the basis that they “pay for themselves.” Last week’s federal �scal update introduced a new
$5,000 subsidy for energy-ef�ciency retro�ts. A claim that such subsidies would pay for themselves can
be found in an often-referenced 2014 study by the Acadian Centre. It suggested a $68-billion spending
program over the years 2012 to 2040 would lead to a breathtaking GDP increase of $387 billion. With
GDP rising almost $6 for each dollar spent, tax revenues would surely exceed program costs.

But these hefty GDP multipliers are based on faulty analysis. All spending associated with the subsidy is
included. But many people who bene�ted from the subsidy would have engaged in the subsidized
activity anyway. And when a targeted activity is subsidized, a business may well hire more people and
produce more goods but it draws these resources away from other businesses. The net gain is usually
much smaller than sky-high GDP multipliers suggest. In some cases, it could even be negative.

Another purported Laffer effect, one we’re hearing a lot these days, is that child-care subsidies pay for
themselves. In a careful study, Pierre Fortin, Luc Godbout and Suzie St-Cerny found that the Quebec
universal daycare program that began in 1996 encouraged so many mothers to enter the labour force
that the program did pay for itself. Why? Women who chose to work paid personal taxes and reduced
their claims on government income-tested transfers (about one-third of program costs). The rest came
from a 1.7 per cent increase in GDP. For 2008, the authors estimated that Quebec spent $1.2 billion on
child-care subsidies but netted $246 million in its �scal budget (while the federal government gained
$637 million).
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Quebec employment rates for women (between 25 and 54 years of age) rose substantially — from almost
two-thirds in 1995 to 81.9 per cent in 2019.

But if the impact of child-care subsidies on GDP was in fact only half of what was estimated, the
program would not have paid for itself. And there are good reasons to think that was the case. Society
was changing and many women, especially in the middle- and upper-income groups, wanted to seek
gainful employment anyway, and may well have paid for child care without a subsidy. Further, after
1995, several policy initiatives at both the federal and provincial levels encouraged more people to seek
jobs. These included the 1994 federal employment insurance reforms, the late 1990s federal and
provincial social assistance reforms (a shift from grants to wage subsidies) and personal and corporate
tax reductions.

While the Quebec universal daycare program certainly played a role in encouraging women to join the
work force, Quebec’s male employment rate (for those aged 25-54) also increased from 79.8 per cent in
1995 to 85.5 per cent in 2019 — three-eighths the employment rate increase of women. In Ontario,
where there was no universal daycare program, the women’s employment rate increased from 70.4 per
cent in 1995 to 78.0 per cent in 2019 — about half the Quebec increase.

No doubt making child care cheap did increase women’s employment rates in Quebec. But, can we be
sure we would see a similar increase today if Quebec’s daycare program was introduced in the rest of
Canada? Canada’s pre-COVID employment rate for women was close to 80 per cent — far higher than
Quebec’s rate of 65.5 per cent back in 1995. In other words, the GDP gains today from child-care
subsidies are unlikely to be anywhere close to those estimated for Quebec’s 1996 program. A Canada-
wide universal child-care program will not be a Laffer matter.

The public should be skeptical of stories, even ones garbed in sophisticated economic analysis, that
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subsidies will pay for themselves. It makes good propaganda in favour of a program, but taxpayers are
going to end up paying one way or another.
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